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About This Game

MULTIPLAYER PVP:

Up to 4 Players - Plunge into chaos with up to 4 players in various cooperative and versus modes.
Classic Co-Op- Plunge into chaos with 4 players in cooperative campaign mode. 2 players play as a team compete against the

other team, to see who can get the best score in 5 min, with infinite ammo and lives.
SOLO- 1V1 PVP mode. Each player choose one advanced weapon from three to compete against the other player, to see who

can get the best score in 5 min, with infinite ammo and lives.
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Title: Phantom Warfare
Developer:
VR Dreams Technology Co.,Ltd
Publisher:
VR Dreams Technology Co.,Ltd
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64位

Processor: i5-3350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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50 Minute 100%.

Not really much else to say, except that if you're one of those people that goes by the $1/1 hour value scale, this game is
overpriced.. this dlc is too frustrating, the only viable strategy is just to run away all the time.. If you are having problems with
Rocksmith detecting notes in Drop-C#, you can try to disconnect and self-destruct one bullet at a time. What's your rush now?
Everyone will have their day to die.. One of the best games of the current decade, perhaps even the best. I've beaten this game
countless times before on console and it still feels as fresh and immersive as ever. The character design, the combat, the visuals,
the writing; everything is on point.

The only downsides there are at the moment is the fact that the DLC isn't available on Steam, and the class balance is a bit
wonky. Infiltrator and Sentinel stand head and shoulders above everything else, and Engineer is borderline useless. Outside of
these minor issues, there's absolutely nothing wrong with this game in my opinion. Just play it already.. The open mic integration
is astounding. As of now, there are very few players, so expect to get a lot of #1 leaderboard rankings for more obscure titles.

Seems a lot more challenging than Beat Hazard Ultra, IMO. Not in a bad way. Just something worth noting.

That being said, outside of open mic integration, really not worth the purchase if you have Beat Hazard Ultra. It's more or less
the same game, with larger "bosses." I hope to see this develop some more mechanics in the future. As of now, I like it, but I
wouldn't necesarily recommend it.

. One of the best logic games of all time!. If you are a fan of TWD , the game is fun but definitely not one of the best .... Take
this for what it is, but a game that teleports you from room to room by way of menu selections is not immersive in any way
shape or form and breaks the experience that VR can give.

If that is not a dealbreaker for you, I suppose the game is decent enough
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Saw this game at MAGFest13 had really liked it. Picked it up on steam today. Having a blast! Thanks! :D. I'm sick of people
playing VR games without a headset and complaining that it's not amazing. This isn't GTA. What it is, however, is a game that
puts you into a nice virtual experience and gives you many things to do. It delivers exactly what it says it will; immersion in a
luxury apartment full of things to explore. If you don't own a VR headset, don't buy this game. It has nothing for you.. Very
wholesome game would buy at full price again. I was greatly dissapointed by this vn. Since everyone was praising it for narrative
perfection (and it started out as a narrative perfection), ended up being shallow, underdeveloped and overall mediocre
experience.
The premise of the story starts strong and interesting enough. Throw a man on an uncharted island, give him just a couple days
to live and make him uncovered its secrets, and spend his remaining time with the max efficiently along the way.
The path with the first characters (Lauro/Colette) gave me a lot of high hopes even. It was filled with a lot of emotional
moments, and it was actually interesting to see how the man who is one foot in the grave already sharing his experience with
youngsters, who in addition, know almost nothing about the life on a mainland (the game is happening on a desolate island). I
actually liked how my choices can alter the story drastically in this path.

By completing the next path with Ingnis, however, I was already bored. First of all, his character is boring and unlikable as hell
(worse only envirio and tai, but we will get to that). Second of all, most of his endings turned out to be a filler. As I can guess his
path needed to be here in order to clarify stuff about the world, forest and the desease, but here is another problem comes in a
play: we know very little about the world, and we know very little if magic is common here or not and by what laws it actually
works, and, as a result, I had a little desire to be invested in the mystery.

The Envirio's path is the worst. It pretty much a filler as a whole. First off, her character is terrible. She is a doll. She wants your
color. That's the kind of well-thought-out character you can expect feom her.
Second of all, by the time you get there, the novel itself feels overused not only on assetes but also on plot events (chatting with
Genious/Lyona, debriefing of Ignis/Greta/ Collette goes mad etc), its clear that author is running out of ideas by this point.
...and what marks this fact once again is the ending. I want spoil it here, but I will say that it's very, very rushed. Tons of
questions left unanswered ( How El died faster then Chester if Chester was the first one who got infected, what actually Enigma
Is, how come player is the hero, etc. ), characters arcs are chopping off in cheapest way possible (Envyrio goes to nowhere,
Lyona goes to nowhere, Tai was a turd and remained as turd,  Genius turns out to be a ghost ), and the most frustrating factor
that it lacks any of final confrotation/moral dilemma/recollection.

Overall... is this worth it's money? Yeah, no, maybe, depends on your preference. I feel myself kinda not in the right to ctitise
this novel (i mean it's author's first work after all), but at the same time I will feel wrong if I will praise it with other players
either. I believe you will like it with the rather high chance, but for me, it was too little all around.

. This game is old and it really really shows. Definitely not what I would call a classic.. A fun little indie game with an interesting
story. I enjoyed the mini games, though I did not find them all too challenging. I'm not much into HO so I fiound them rather
tedious, but at least they were not in every scene. The cut scenes were uninspiring as far as visual treats go, but they did serve a
purpose. All in all, it kept me entertained for a few hours and its well worth the price.. I would say more about the game but I
couldnt really play the game because some of it wasnt translated, things like the journal or some diolague, and the translation
that is done is bad (probably because of a bad translator) and some words that are translated you can tell arent the right words.
So unless you can read russion or until it gets a better translate I wouldnt reccomment it.. You got me
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up if you don't think i'm playing this during sex. I would only recommend this to the hard core
HO collector or if it's on sale. 5 out of the 6 games are basic, without the extra features you see in "collector's edition" versions
of the game that sometimes make them replayable, like extra chapters, hidden extra objects to correct on each screen, in-game
achievements, etc. I played a couple of them before without realizing it until I started them here, because they weren't that
memorable.

A couple of them have interesting takes on HOS, though, such as having to use the objects you already found to interact with
and find further objects in the scene. Some of them have interesting art and storylies that are a bit different than the normal
stuff you see in these types of games.

However, the real star of the bundle, and the reason to get this, at least when it's sale, is Other Side: Tower of Souls. It has a very
different story line with some really off-th-wall characters that you have to figure out how to defeat. The cheshire cat buddy you
have to help you out is kind of funny, and there's even a shop where you spend paw print coins you find throughout the game to
get hint recharge items.
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The Other Side is very replayable, especially if like me you select expert mode and realize that it is actually quite difficult and
have to skip a couple of mini games (that stupid moon puzzle argh). I'm going to have to go back and play easy mode to see if I
can beat them for the achievements and also to find nearly 20 of the 100 paw prints I somehow missed I the game despite
diligent searching. The only negative to this game is there is a *lot* of reading, long journal entries everywhere, endless
dialogue, which is a crutch by game designers to data dump the story on players. Also too many long cutscenes, nearly every
new screen you get too. But you don't really need to read\/watch these to get the gist of the story, and can skip them.

This game really needs Achievements, even if they're only tied to The Other Side: Tower of Souls in-game achievements.. I dare
you to mark diagonally ^^
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